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The Forum recognizes that religions need to be in dialogue with other disciplines (e.g., science, ethics, economics, education, public policy, gender) in seeking comprehensive solutions to both global and local environmental problems. Institutional support for the Forum includes: The Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies, Yale Divinity School, Yale Center for Bioethics, the V. Kann Rasmussen Foundation, the Garmeshausen Foundation, the Kendeda Sustainability Fund, the Thomas Berry Foundation, Charles Engelhard Foundation, Kalliopeia Foundation, Rev. MA in Religion and Ecology at Yale. Master of Arts in Religion (MAR) Concentration in Religion and Ecology at Yale Divinity School. The Earth Charter. Journey of the Universe. Ecology and Religion book. For religious ethics, the twin controversies cast doubt on prevailing ways of connecting environmental problems to religious deliberations because the criticisms raise questions about what counts as an environmental problem, how religious traditions change, and whether ethicists should approach problems and traditions with reformist commitments. This article examines the critiques of White’s legacy and presents a pluralist alternative that focuses religious ethics on the contextual strategies produced by moral communities as they confront environmental problems. 3 On cosmology as formal research object, see Tucker and Grim 2001. 4 See the Forum on Religion and Ecology Web site (http://www.religionandecology.org). Environmental ethics is the discipline in philosophy that studies the moral relationship of human beings to, and also the value and moral status of, the environment and its non-human contents. This entry covers: (1) the challenge of environmental ethics to virtue ethics, to support contemporary environmental concerns; (5) the preservation of biodiversity as an ethical goal; (6) the broader concerns of some thinkers with wilderness, the built environment and the politics of poverty; (7) the ethics of sustainability and climate change, and (8) some directions for possible future developments of the discipline. 1. Introduction: The Challenge of Environmental Ethics. 2. The Early Development of Environmental Ethics. 3. Environmental Ethics and Politics. 3.1 Deep Ecology.